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How settlements are



Settlement of mixed use



Integrated neighbourhoods 
facilitate exchange



Sustainable environments must 
maximise exchange, while minimising 

the travel necessary to do it.



The social logic of space



Liveable Neighbourhoods

Liveable Neighbourhoods walkable 

catchments on traditional connected 

networks of streets with the highest 

regard for public equity and safety.



Joondalup City Centre North



Joondalup City Centre North



Mixed use frame road



Network of connected streets



Laneways facilitating great streets



Mixed use connected to the centre



Smart Code Calibration

T6 – Urban Core Zone

T5 – Urban Centre Zone

T4 – General Urban Zone
• Walkable Catchments

• Mixed Use Urbanism

• Transit-based Activity Corridors and 

Activity Centres

• NOTE:  Traditional Euclidean Zoning operates against these 

principles of mixed-use, transit-based urbanism



Calibration of Transport and Land Use

• Importance of Public 

Domain

• Identify missing Strategic 

Links



Mandurah Ocean Marina



Mandurah Ocean Marina



Ascot



Ascot Development Plan



Ascot



Ascot



Harbour Rise Hillarys



Harbour Rise Hillarys



Has LN been a sustainable initiative?

• The review of Liveable Neighbourhoods currently underway (2013 – 14) needs 

to revisit this process of urban place making and moderate the ruthless 

practicality of the car dominant solutions.

• It needs reinforcing as a design-based policy with built-form outcomes.

• Examples, typologies and anecdotes will help guide the user.

• Subdivision and Street Structure are forever. LN needs to reinforce 

interconnected street networks and respect for the vernacular / classical 

approach to urban design.

• Sustainable Human Environments must maximise exchange, whilst minimising 

the travel necessary to do it.



Has LN been a sustainable initiative?

• Sustainable Urbanism translates into density and diversity achieved through 

modest building heights (3 – 5 storeys) and structural amenity, through 

attention to detail, particularly in the public domain.

• Walkable Catchments on connected networks of streets.

• Smaller street blocks closer to activity centres - paralleling support streets. 

• Mixed use should be reinforced as the basic condition.

• Built form robustness to accommodate change over time.

• Activity Corridors linking Activity Centres supporting and supported by fixed 

route public transport.


